By Joost van Hezik
With Eleco Smits, Victor Ijdens, Mara van Vlijmen

When the bored out evolutionary philosopher
Maarten Moreau gets caught up in a robbery,
he accidentally gets hold of the murder weapon.
Seized by a renewed appetite for life, Maarten
decides to keep the gun. A true romance
blossoms between the boy and the gun, not
without consequences.

Not the typical Boy-Meets-Gun film.
Coen Brothers meet Michel Gondry.
Netherlands 2019 | Drama / Thriller

PERSECUTED
By Yesid Leone
With María Gaviria, Roberto Escobar, Alexánder

Guzmán

Mariana Duran‘s normal life is interrupted
by a series of events result of a crime that she
witnessed. Her fate gets intertwined with the only
survivor and she becomes her protector. Both
embark in a journey to discover the reasons of
why they have become a target, in a race against
the people who are threatening their lives.

A journey through crime, corruption and
the psychology of the human being,
starring Colombian TV stars Geraldine Zivic
and Roberto Escobar.
Colombia 2018/19 | Thriller
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BOY MEETS GUN

AVERNO

THE CAGED

Young bootblack Tupah embarks on a frantic quest to find his uncle
lost in the Averno, a place where the Andean inhabitants believe that
the dead coexist with the living and where everything finds its opposite
face. In a dangerous journey through the underworld, as myth and
reality get endlessly intertwined, Tupah has to defeat the worst of his
enemies and the greatest of his fears.
Festivals: BAFICI (Best Latin-American Film), SANFIC, Gramado (Special Jury Prize and

After a serious car accident that took the life of his wife, Keith finds
himself confined to a wheelchair and imprisoned in his 4th floor walkup apartment. Lonely and understandably questioning his faith, Keith
is visited by his long time priest counsellor Father Salvo, home health
care supervisor Julia, and his best friend Carlos. Keith struggles to
decipher reality from his own dreams, delusions, and perception of
death as he mourns the loss of his wife and struggles with PTSD.
Festivals: Sharm El Sheikh

By Marcos Loayza
With Paolo Vargas, Leonel Fransezze, Fred Nuñez

Best Cinematography), Goa
Bolivia, Uruguay 2018 | Adventure, Fantasy

A FILM BY KRISTOFF AND DIMITRI LEUE

RAVENING (AAMIS)
By Bhaskar Hazarika
With Lima Das, Arghadeep

Baruah, Neetali Das
Married Niri shares a forbidden
passion with Sumon, who introduces
her to a world of fresh, wild delicacies.
But
as
their
unconsummated
desire mounts, the two are pushed
inexorably towards transgression
and taboo.
World Premiere in Tribeca 2019.
„Aamis is an exceptional, world
class piece of filmmaking.“
(Screen Anarchy)
Festival: Tribeca 2019 - International Narrative
Competition section

India 2019 | Drama / Food
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By Jordan Taratoot
With Mischa Barton, Lee Partridge, Clare Durant

Spain 2017 | Psychological Thriller

ZOOKS

ROOM 213

In a kingdom where man and nature are segregated, twelve year old
Robin runs off into the forbidden forest where she meets Wolf, the
young true heir to the throne. Robin, Wolf and some unexpected allies
set in motion an adventure which will topple the Bad King and restore
balance between man and nature.
Festivals: JEF Festival (Belgium), Anima (Belgium), Bucheon,
Giffoni 2018
Belgium 2018 | Animation Adventure
English & Spanish dubbing available

Summer vacation after 6th grade and Elvira, 12, is going on a camp.
She and her two roommates Meja and Bea will stay in room 213 –
where no one has lived for sixty years. Soon inexplicable events start to
happen. A letter with an ancient handwriting leads the girls to an old
lady in a run-down house in the woods. The lady tells them that a girl
died at the camp sixty years ago and is haunting the corridors at night.

THE UNSEEN

MALIGNO

A pregnant Quechua girl and her creole partner escape from a refugee
camp. On their trek south across the Bolivian Highlands, now a barren
wasteland controlled by bloody militia groups, they meet Ruiz, a
50-year-old, war-scarred photographer who seeks to save them from
the war zone, salvaging what remains of his humanity.

After causing a bloody slaughter in a hospital, the most cruel and
powerful forest spirit is trapped in a pavilion, after a ritual of witchcraft.
Decades later, the wall is broke, waking the evil force. When a young
teen is possessed by the spirit, her mother must find a way to stop him
before it takes her life and regain its catastrophic murderous power.

By Kristoff & Dimitri Leue
With Matteo Simoni, Frank Focketyn, Warre Borgmans

By Nicolás Puenzo
With Peter Lanzani, Juana Burga, Germán Palacios

By Emelie Lindblom
With Wilma Lundgren, Ella Fogelström, Elena Hovsepyan

Festivals: Kristiansand, Göteborg, TIFF Kids, Valladolid, Tallinn, Zagreb and more
Sweden 2017 | Adventure, Mystery

By Paco Bardales, Martin Casapia Casanova
With Sofía Rocha, Fiorella Pennano, Gino Pesaressi

Festivals: Santa Barbara, Fajr, Transatlantyk (Poland), Stony Brook,
Huelva, Goa, Sitges

Festivals: Sitges, Revelation Perth, Chicago Latino

Argentina & Chile 2017 | Futuristic political thriller

Peru 2016 | Paranormal, Mystery

DO IT YOURSELF

THE LIBRARY SUICIDES

A small-time crook agrees to star in a viral video that will restore the
image of a businessman who acts against the law. When he realizes
that he is the next victim in this man’s list, he struggles to save himself
at any cost, in this suspenseful action film.

Twin sisters Nan and Ana are lost without their mother, famous
author Elena Wdig. Her final words suggest that her biographer Eben
is the assassin. Six months later and Eben begins to research Elena’s
biography by visiting her archive at the National Library where Ana
and Nan work. The sisters plot to avenge their mother’s death by laying
siege to Eben in the archive and stage his suicide.

By Dimitris Tsilifonis
With Konstantinos Aspiotis, Makis Papadimitriou, Themis Panou

By Euros Lyn
With Catrin Stewart, Dyfan Dwyfor, Ryland Teifi

Festivals: Thessaloniki 2017, Los Angeles Greek 2018

Festivals: Edinburgh (Best Performance), Oldenburg, Shanghai,

Greece 2017 | Action, Thriller

UK 2016 | Thriller
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